
MEDIA INFLUENCES ON PUBLICS FEAR OF CRIME MEDIA ESSAY

Fear of Crime, Violent Behavior And Policy Changes. Mass media is obsessed with crime. Today in our society, as well
as other western socie.

Hagan, F. Sage Publications. Farrington, D. Fear of crime gives rise to the risk-fear paradox which is prevalent
across all societies, independent of actual pertinent levels of crime and security. It boosted sales by 95, copies.
Transaction Publishers, New Jersey. Negative or positive attitudes towards the police may influence police
policy making and strategy. After playing for a short while, Anderson showed that mild aggressive behavior
increased in youth for a short while. Two factors out of the countless number of factors that influence or bring
on the emotion of fear more than other factor that are important to the topic I am going to discuss in this paper
are perceived seriousness and perceived danger Several decades later the debate would really begin to take off
with the introduction of the television into society and a few decades later moral crusaders began to link crime
waves with the mass production of the device. Presentation of large amounts of local crime news engenders
increased fear among the larger public, Brillon, ; Sheley and Ashkins, while the presentation of large amounts
of non-local crime news has the opposite effect by making the local viewers feel safe in comparison to other
areas Liska and Baccaglini,  What is the relationship between media consumption and punitive attitudes? A
vast empirical literature on the impact of media on crime has accrued over the past years, predominantly in the
fields of Psychology, mass communications and mostly criminology. McNair also explained further that
businesses and corporations have the power to intervene into the news agenda by using their socio-economic
and political influence. In terms of audience effects, fear of victimization will depend on who is viewing the
crime stories. Llyod, A. Primary deviance is an initial violation of a social norm which no inference is made
regarding a person's character. Some lecturers in the colleges in Europe believe since most of foreign students
have no British or Irish accent, and their pronunciation might not be clear enough to impress the lecturers,
majority of lecturers in the UK and Ireland always conclude before the exams that most of the foreign students
will graduate with poor grade. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Setting the stage for the
debate that was to come, critics noticed a lack of control groups and difficulty measuring aggression Ferguson,
 Numerous research has conspicuously shown that when Black individuals are in question, TV news reports
and presentation are less likely to identify them by name and are depicted when they are physically restrained
or arrested, compared to white suspects Dixon et. Krinsky, C. Importantly, this section of this essay will
concisely discuss psychological and criminological theories of media effects in relation to crime and deviance
as follows: 4. In television crime dramas, the majority of crimes are solved and criminal suspects are
successfully apprehended Dominick, ; Estep and MacDonald, ; Carlson, ; Kooistra et al. The Oxford
University Press. One, media are often seen as fundamentally subversive; and two they are seen as a more or
less subtle form of social control. Summarily, media distortions and misrepresentation of crimes and criminals
have completely played - and seems will also play - a significant role in the future of many criminal justice
systems. Regardless of an excessive research and discussion of media as a tool that provide means for criminal
acts, the evidence that this is a major source of crime remains weak Reiner, Maguire and Morgan, 
Transactional Publishers. The media today have the power and ability to develop awareness of an issue among
the general public, and even manipulate the public response. Surette, R. Opportunity Having more
opportunities might contribute to greater initiation of criminal acts, and more crime opportunities are probably
most important because they invite continued experimentation and adaptation Felson,  UN are often used as
secondary data in conducting research concerning crime. Great Britain. Evidently, once a person has been
labelled at a secondary degree deviance level, it is common for that person to incorporate that label into his or
her own self-concept. Since these pioneering works many other studies have illustrated the crucial role of the
media in shaping the boundaries of deviance and criminality, by creating new categories of offence, or
changing perceptions and sensitivities, leading to fluctuations in apparent crime Reiner, Maguire and Morgan, 


